
MCMINNVILLE WATER AND LIGHT 

 

 Class Code:  3264 

 

JOURNEYMAN LINEMAN 

NATURE OF WORK 

This is journeyman level transmission and distribution electrical system work for McMinnville Water 

and Light. 

 

Employees occupying positions of this class are responsible for operating, maintaining, repairing, and 

constructing an underground and overhead electrical transmission and distribution system.  This 

includes operation and maintenance of substation equipment and apparatus, and being able to 

accomplish switching procedures in the field or through the use of SCADA.  Work involves the 

inherent danger of working around an electrical distribution system and requires applying safety 

precautions to avoid injury to self and others and completing work orders or instructions from the 

Line Foreman or Line Operations Supervisor.  Work involves safely driving and operating various 

equipment including man lifts and digger derricks.  Work also involves the proper use of "Hot Sticks" 

and other high voltage protective equipment in accordance with all state and local safety rules.  Work 

is performed outdoors in a variety of weather conditions and requires physical strength and agility.  

Work is inspected by the Line Operations Supervisor, Line Foreman, and may also be inspected by 

engineering personnel for quality and adherence to McMinnville Water and Light standards and 

specifications.  Work will include climbing tall wood and steel structures, ladders, and work in and 

around excavations, man holes, and entering high voltage substations.  Work may be performed on a 

regular or irregular schedule which shall include Saturday and Sunday and on call assignments.  

Because McMinnville Water and Light is a multi-operation utility, a Lineman may be assigned to 

other work areas as needs arise.  McMinnville Water and Light has a strong commitment to customers 

and expects employees to act accordingly.  Employees must be able to communicate effectively with 

customers, fellow employees, and supervisor.  Acts as point of contact with customer complaints and 

contacts. 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS  

Installs hardware on poles; digging holes for poles and anchors; erecting and guying poles; lifting and 

connecting transformers; connecting wires from provider's source to customer service entrance; 

performs "hot line" maintenance and other aspects of operating, maintaining and constructing an 

electrical distribution system.  Installs underground conduit, vaults and equipment bases; installs and 

terminates primary and secondary conductors; installs and connects transformers and switch gear; 

installs meters; locates and repairs faulty conductors and equipment. Works in and around high 

voltage power lines and substations. 

Reads and applies information in manuals and textbooks on electric theory and safety precautions; 

high voltage characteristics; Ohm's law; construction standards; use of tools and equipment; standards 

for the installation, maintenance and repair of electrical distribution systems and metering and relays; 

blueprints, wiring diagrams, and other materials. 

Serves as McMinnville Water and Light's on-call representative to successfully respond to customer 

issues and emergency situations. 

Maintains CPR and First Aid cards; ODOT Traffic Flagger card; Class A Commercial Driver’s 

License (CDL) with air brake and tanker endorsement; remains proficient at pole top and vault rescue. 

Inspects vehicles and apparatus associated with Line work, protective equipment and tools for repair 

or maintenance; loads and unloads materials and equipment; keeps truck stocked with proper tools, 
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equipment, and parts; drives in all weather conditions, positions and properly diverts traffic around 

vehicles; operates booms, diggers, man lifts, and other equipment. 

Follows directions and communicates clearly.  

OTHER FUNCTIONS 

May perform substation maintenance and repairs.  

Executes switching orders in the field and using SCADA.  Tests substation equipment and protective 

devices, maintaining records and drawings. Performs related work as assigned. 

APPLICANT QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

Selection Factors These factors will be used to develop examination items/questions to select 

the most qualified applicants.  Applicants selected for employment must satisfactorily 

demonstrate possession of these factors during and after a prescribed probationary period for 

continued employment. 

 

Knowledge Of: 

*     McMinnville Water and Light policies and procedures. 

* high voltage characteristics and Ohm's law.  

* the procedures, materials, equipment, and tools used in the installation, maintenance, and 

repair of overhead and underground electrical distribution lines and related equipment. 

* the methods used to inspect vehicles for repair. 

* the occupational hazards and safety precautions applicable to the work. 

* first aid principles and CPR practices, pole top and vault rescue. 

* the symbols and construction, maintenance, and repair requirements on staking sheets, 

plans or specifications, and construction standards. 

* SCADA systems and operations. 

* electronic and mechanical protective controllers and devices. 

* metering and relays. 

* substation operations. 

* National Electric Safety Code. 

* OSHA 1910.269. 

 

Skill In: 

* effectively communicating with customers, the public, and fellow employees. 

* applying the procedures, and the proper use of materials, equipment and tools used in the 

installation, maintenance, and repair of overhead and underground electrical distribution 

lines, transformers, capacitors, voltage regulators, circuit breakers, and related equipment. 

* applying safety precautions applicable to the work. 

* applying first aid principles and CPR practices. 

* climbing ladders and poles, and in working at heights and in confined areas. 

* safely demonstrating the physical strength and agility to perform the work. 

* reading and interpreting blueprints, electrical schematics, staking sheets, construction 

standards, or plans and specifications. 

* the safe operation of a motor vehicle. 

* the operation of a manual transmission vehicle. 
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Ability To: 

* function as a strong utility team participant. 

* enhance McMinnville Water and Light's public image. 

* deal with irate customers in a pleasant, courteous, tactful, and firm manner. 

* remain calm and make decisions in high pressure and emergency situations. 

* establish and maintain effective working relationships with supervisor, co-workers, City 

employees, utility personnel, local contractors, and the public. 

MINIMUM EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING  

In order to be considered for the selection process, applicants should have the following combination 

of experience/education training. 

 Major experience in an electric utility at a level equivalent to a Journeyman Lineman. 

Professional behavior and the ability to enhance public trust are necessary, as well as the 

ability to perform as a Journeyman Lineman.  Must have completed an approved Journeyman 

Lineman apprenticeship.  Will be required to qualify under IBEW Local 125 as Journeyman 

Lineman.  

 Must possess or have the ability to obtain a CDL Class A driver's license with air brake and 

tanker endorsement.  

 Must live within 30 minutes of McMinnville Water and Light, or relocate within six months.  

 Must pass a post-offer physical and drug test. 
 

WORK ENVIRONMENT/PHYSICAL DEMANDS SUMMARY  

The physical demands are representative of those that must be met by an employee to successfully 

perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 

individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

Requires exerting up to 100 pounds of force frequently, and/or 10 to 20 pounds of force 

constantly; occasionally pull lift/carry/move up to 100 pounds with frequent lifting and/or 

carrying/moving up to 50 pounds. Requires bending, pushing, climbing, balancing, stooping, 

kneeling, crouching, sitting, climbing ladders or poles, reaching, handling, fingering, feeling, and 

talking. Climbs in and out of buckets of aerial man-lift with tool belt and equipment.  Requires 

walking and carrying/moving equipment and materials over uneven ground and obstacles. Must 

be able to walk up to 6 hours a day. Must be able to hear malfunctioning equipment, construction, 

etc. Vision abilities include close vision and distance vision for driving. The employee is 

frequently exposed to fumes or airborne particles and risk of electrical shock.  

This position works primarily in the field, is exposed to all types of weather conditions to include 

excessive heat, cold, wind and rain, and outdoor setting involves all types of property and site 

conditions.  Subject to outside weather/ driving conditions. Must be able to work long hours in 

stressful conditions when restoring power during storms or other outages. 

 

JOB CATEGORIES:  1) Safety-sensitive; 2) Non-exempt; 3) Regular Full-time. 4) Union 

 

May 15, 2018 


